
Grenfell Tower- Risk Register 

Contract 
Grenfell Tower Risk of delay due to not 

H Contract entering into contract 

Potential additional cost if large 
2 KALC Lia ison External Work amounts of external work are H 

added to Rydon's contract. 

Risk of delay and HSE 

3 KALC Lia ison 
Coordination w~h concerns of a lack of eo-

H adjacent scheme ordination with the KALC 
project team. 

4 Resident Resident Liaison 
Risk of delay due to residents 

H denying access 

Agreement w~h Rydon to 
that they can begin their works prior 

entering into contract. 

external works have been removed from 
contract. Artel ia and Rydon have 

the KALC team to develop a 
scheme. However, there is the risk 

Bouygues do not complete all of the 
that they have sa id they will. TMO have 

that they will go to RBKC for addit ional 
to complete any externa l works 

have arranged weekly meetings to 
with Bouygues to ensure that both s~es 
in aware of the other and, therefore, 
at all times. They also liaise on a day-to-

resident liaison team are sending 
newsletters and holding coffee 

to keep residents updated of 
. Resident profiling is underway. 

should diminish the risk of not gaining 
The potentia l impact is reduced 

Rydon have been instructed to 
on if they do not gain access to a flat. 
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L M 

together . ART to work 
ugh fi nal queries with 

Rydon. 

to liaise with the KALC 
to give a warning to 
how much external work 

be left undone by 
M Bouygues. TMO to 

communicate w~h RBKC to 
receive confirmation that the 
costs wi ll be covered. 

Rydon to continue to liaise 
Bouygues. Any issue arer 

L flagged to the TMO and 
to be raised with the 

KALC team. 
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Grenfell Tower- Risk Register 

5 Asbestos Asbestos 
Risk of finding, or disturbing, 

M asbestos. 

6 Weather Bad weather 
Risk of programme delay to 

M external cladding works 

Risk of planners not approving 
7 Planning 

Planning 
proposed changes to the M Decisions 

tender scheme 

Risk of scheme becoming un-
B Funding Energy Funding affordable as the market for M 

energy funding dries up 

surveys were undertaken and the 
part of the tender. A 

sum was included for removal of 
L diminish the risk of additional 

liaison between TMO and planners 
acceptable, and cost effective 

L to the cladding and end use of 
new flats 

L 
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Rydon to inform Artelia of any 
asbestos found as soon as 
possible so they can control 
cost and keep an eye on CDM 

critical as long as the offices 
can be part~ioned in the same 

TMO to inform of 

Rydon to apply for maximum 
energy funding available to 
achecive greatest level of 
client contingency 
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